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Promoting Security from the Middle
By Siegfried Hill
The purpose of this document is to suggest some management approaches a small IT shop System
Administrator can take to further his or her security initiatives.
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The Haves and the Have Nots
A great amount of resources are being dedicated to improve information security in many corporate and
governmental organizations [1]. These organizations usually have a well-equipped and well-staffed IT team with
a high-placed executive to promote important IT issues. Conversely many other IT shops have a
disproportionately small IT staff. These shops are the ones that rely heavily on the initiative of one or two
individuals to develop and maintain the bulk of their security measures. Unfortunately for the better-equipped
organizations, the vulnerabilities of these smaller shops are rapidly becoming an issue for the well-staffed IT
team’s own security in the form of such attacks as Windows Distributed Denial of Service [2].
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Caught in the
Middle
Consider a hypothetical shop that has 65 PCs, an NT domain controller with backup, a web server, and an FTP
server. This shop has one System Administrator for the servers who also has the responsibility of maintaining
the client PCs. The management (on one end of this business) is focused on selling widgets, and considers a
computer in the same breath as all the other office equipment. The clients (the office staff on the other end)
understand the computers better, but view them as tools to get their job done; they are therefore indifferent to
any aspect of the computer that does not directly relate to the performance of their job. Stuck in the middle of
these two groups is the System Administrator. The security tasks before this System Administrator are:
1) educate management about issues related to security and convince them to free up resources from
widgets to implement security;
2) optimize the resources at her level to give her enough time to complete her tasks in a timely manner, and;
3) enlist the support of the clients to allow the necessary changes in client behavior and operations to
implement security measures.
She must accomplish these tasks without alienating too many people, without compromising her career, and
without negatively impacting her or her assistant’s other duties. This may sound like an unrealistic expectation
for this administrator, but I have found that there are management techniques for the part-time administrator to
improve their security without having to sacrifice their career or sanity. With the right mindset and a healthy
dose of patience, you can slowly affect change from the “middle”.
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Keep Expectations Realistic
If you are in a .GOV or .ORG that has tight funding, forget that “ideal shop” that SANS and CERT would love
everyone to have (at least for the near future). The organization with a corporate culture imbued with a sense of
urgency regarding security will accomplish this ideal quickly. The rest of us will have to settle for a more
gradual embrace of IT security. Accept this. Remember the saying by Confucius: “A journey of a thousand
miles begins with a single step.” Keep focused on small victories and achievable goals. Every little step closer
to total security is that much farther from system compromise. If you focus on getting everything locked down
immediately, you will run out of enthusiasm and willpower before you achieve that goal. Do not lose sight of
that “ideal shop” though; it is attainable. But be warned: it may take years.
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Put It In Writing
Accept your risks and related potential losses. Whatever condition your security is currently in, you are
implicitly accepting the risks and potential losses involved with your IT systems. If you have not already,
formalize these risks and losses by documenting them. Get ahead of the game and create a risk analysis
document. A risk analysis lists your major information resources, what bad things could happen to them, and
what measures, if any you are taking to 1) eliminate the risk, and/or 2) reduce the potential impact of the risk.
Many organizations have mandated formal risk analyses [3,4] but a concise document hashed over a long cup of
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coffee is a fine start. A written risk analysis accomplishes two things: it gets your head together, so to speak, so
you better understand the tasks facing you, and it provides you a concrete document to begin educating your
management “end” of the business. Present the risk analysis written in laymen’s terms to your immediate
superiors and if possible, their superiors. Request that they sign the document indicating that they have read
and understood the risks and potential losses facing the business. Odds are good that once you have detailed
these risks in this way, you can expect more support. Don’t expect miracles, though. At worst, the fact that
your supervisors acknowledged the risks will provide a “cushion” for your career if the losses you outlined
should become reality.
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Choose Your Battles
After you have outlined your risks, you need to prioritize which risks must be addressed immediately, which
risks can be addressed over time, and those risks which you are going to accept without taking any action.
There may be risks you absolutely should address, but cannot because of reasons beyond your control. Some
examples of reasons that would force you to leave a risk unresolved could be budgetary constraints, a lack of
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Remain
about
these risks; inform
your supervisor about their unresolved status, and stay alert to a change in the inhibiting factors around these
risks, but accept them. The time to address those risks will come and, when the opportunity is right, you should
be ready to resolve the risk. Struggling to correct a risk at the wrong time is a waste of the precious few
resources you do have. Picking a fight with clients or management over the removal of a risk at a time when the
organization is not ready to change can result in a grassroots resistance against all your efforts to implement
security (or any other policy for that matter!) Keep in mind that a risk in the system, by definition, is part of that
system. What you consider a risk may exist because it is an asset for those with whom you are at odds. Get an
understanding of the workflow involved with the risk. Consider working out a middle ground solution where
the risk is managed, but the functionality is not completely removed. If such a compromise is unreachable, you
may have to leave the risk as “understood and accepted” in order to gain support from clients and/or
management to correct other risks. On occasion it takes the realization of actual loss related with a risk to
galvanize support for correction of a risk. Don’t view this as “closing the barn door after the horses have gotten
out”. Rather, seize the opportunity with your prior planning and newfound support to quickly and tactfully
correct the problem. [5]
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Use That Computer
All the statesmanship described above requires a valuable resource: your time. Free up your time a little by
automating your administrative functions. Get a regularly scheduled tape backup running and have it automated
so you only have to swap tapes. Get inexpensive tools available from the web for monitoring the status of your
servers. If you have to, push to get a consultant to come in and set up the scripts so you can automate your
event logs [6] and other reporting processes. Install on all your systems antivirus software that allows
unattended, scheduled updates off of the internet. (Several of the major antivirus products provide this feature.)
Visit your software vendor’s update sites [5] and subscribe to the same vendor’s security alert lists. Use a batch
script (see appendix) and a simple database to keep track of the patches you get from those channels. Gain
visibility of your systems by gathering relevant information and dropping that information into another simple
database. Update your information as time permits. After you have it gathered in a searchable database, this
information will allow you to quickly make informed decisions about the scope and magnitude of a risk to your
systems should a new risk crop up.
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Inspect the Troops
While you are performing the routine work on your clients’ machines, do some forensics. Pay attention to who
has the perfectly clean desktops and who has so many files out on top that ‘My Computer’ is buried. Look for
telltale signs of ‘promiscuous’ clients who may be installing every screensaver they get by email. Make notes (if
only mental ones) of who has installed MP3 grabbers and who opens twelve applications at startup. Keep an
eye out for undeleted installers and those ‘Recycling Bins’ that never get emptied. From this you can develop a
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feel for those who might be at higher risk for system violations. In addition to identifying high risk clients, you
can single out those savvy clients who may be able to help you by being ‘front-line’ troops in the fight to keep
the client systems secure. I like to affectionately call these folk “Junior Tech Support”. “Junior Tech Support”
are those non-IT staff who love computers enough to understand them beyond mere literacy. Frequently you
will find they have already initiated troubleshooting procedures before you get wind of any problem. These are
the clients you want to educate, encourage, and support as much as possible in the course of your work. They
can detect intrusions and compromises much faster by virtue of the fact that they are there when it happens and
are much quicker to notice anomalies than your average client.
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Network, Network, Network!
Just as your “Junior Tech Support” can sharpen their skills from you, don’t underestimate your ability to learn
and grow from your peers. Get on those listservs and User Group newsthreads! Communicate! Usually you
can find answers to a security question you may have just by reading existing posts. Otherwise, you can post a
question and other professionals are usually quick to post a reply with their experiences. Every major operating
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dedicated
to informing
users
about
security
updates
issues
the software [7]. The
web is a cozy place. Don’t be afraid to send an email requesting help or information from someone who is an
expert in their area of knowledge. More than likely they would be glad to assist and, at worst, you may get
ignored. As has been demonstrated by the Motion Picture Industry [8] attempting to go it alone in cyberspace
can be disastrous.
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Persistence Pays Off
As you probably noticed, the above suggestions can be time consuming to follow. If you don’t have a budget
for a lot of people to spread the tasks out, then you have to spread the tasks out over time. Be patient. The
investment in bringing management to understand the bottom line of the risks, getting yourself better organized,
and training your clients will, over time, allow you to more efficiently identify and resolve security issues.
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Appendix:
Using a DOS batch file and a database program to keep track of your downloaded patches:
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1) When downloading your patches, store them in a flat directory structure with a directory for each
common group of patches, directly under the root, and named appropriately. For example, you would
create a directory under ‘C:\’ called ‘PATCHES’. Under ‘PATCHES’ you would create several
directories labeled ‘WIN95’, ‘IE5.0’,’OFFICE2K’, etc. No directories would be stored under this layer
of directories. This flat structure facilitates the database import process.
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2) Run the following from the command prompt at the ‘C:\PATCHES’ directory level:
Key fingerprint
= AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
dir *.exe
/s /b >dirlist.txt
Note: this assumes your patches are self-extracting. If they are zip files or other extension, use the
appropriate extension to replace “.exe”.
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3) Import the resulting text file “dirlist.txt” into a blank database, using the backslash “\” as a delimiter.
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4) Create a quick and dirty report grouped by the third column and you will have a current list of your
patches as a checklist. You may choose to add a field in your table that resolves to true or false that
helps you keep track of those patches you have applied to your systems.
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